LAMPE CAMPGROUND
RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. Site occupancy is limited to no more than 5 persons per site and must include one responsible individual 18 years of age or older.

2. Only 1 RV/camper per site. 1 additional tent is permitted if space allows. No more than two (2) units can occupy a site at any given time.

3. Check in time is 2:00 PM. and check out time is 12:00 PM.

4. Quiet hours are observed between 10:00 PM. and 8:00 AM. No visitors allowed during these times.

5. Campers are responsible for the conduct of their family and guests.

6. Children must be supervised at all times.

7. Visitors are not permitted to park in the campground.

8. Pets are permitted but must be supervised and kept on a leash at all times. Noisy or vicious pets must be removed from the grounds. Pet litter must be cleaned up immediately.

9. Speed limit is 5 MPH and all traffic is one way.

10. No parking on grass, roadways, or unoccupied campsites. Customers may request a parking pass which allows overnight parking in the adjacent parking lot.

11. Alcohol is permitted when consumed responsibly by persons over the age of 21 and is limited to your own site.

12. Fires are only permitted in provided fire rings and must be attended at all times. The burning of refuse will not be tolerated. Fire rings are not to be moved.

13. No out of state firewood allowed. (Transporting firewood can spread diseases and invasive insect that can quickly kill large numbers of trees.)

14. Camp site must be kept clean and orderly at all times. Trash (garbage, paper, cans, cigarette butts, etc.) must be kept in proper receptacles and disposed in the provided dumpster.

15. Draining black or gray water on the ground is prohibited.

16. Firearms are prohibited on all Port Authority properties.

17. Fireworks and flying paper lanterns are not permitted in the campground or surrounding areas.

18. All campsites are back in only.

19. The washing of RV's, campers and vehicles is not permitted.